Normal and vestibular patterns in dynamic posturography in patients with Meniere's disease.
The Sensory Organization Test of dynamic posturography allows a reliable assessment of the ability of any given patient to maintain a correct stability when conditions in the visual surrounding and/or support surface are deliberately modified. The results of this test can be analyzed according to the norms of the manufacturer of the device or through the application of specific formulae such as those by Cevette. To evaluate if the Cevette formulae distinguish correctly between the normal and vestibular patterns, as well as observing the differences between these two groups of patients (normal and vestibular), obtained either through standardized calculation or by the Cevette formulae. The work has been restricted to patients diagnosed with unilateral Menière's disease who presented an active form of the disease and who had not suffered a recent crisis. 63 patients were studied who fulfilled the inclusion criteria for this study. A clinical and instrumental audio-vestibular study was carried out. The results of the sensory organization test were analyzed according to the pattern offered by the device and through the application of the Cevette formulae. In 63 patients the pattern obtained was normal or vestibular. In 41 the pattern obtained through one system of analysis or the other coincided but in 22 they did not. The analysis of patients using the Cevette formulae offers a higher capacity for clinical discrimination but is not sensitive to the bias introduced by age; however, combined with the classification offered by the device, it manages to differentiate two populations (normal and vestibular) with a very good audio-vestibular correlation. The combined assessment of the results of the sensory organization test using both the equipment analysis and the Cevette formulae provides much better and real information of clinical differences amongst patients with Menière's disease when the result is normal or of vestibular deficiency.